
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of director, account management. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for director, account management

Achieve strategic account management objectives by robustly analyzing
customer information and leveraging an in-depth knowledge of broader
RxCrossroad offerings, industry trends, the healthcare landscape, legislative
impacts and the competitive environment
Establish and maintain executive high level relationships in major functional
areas of the customer organization
Follow and execute a structured solution sales process for revenue growth
and prospecting
Understanding the various Energy portfolio product sales cycle and
challenges, including the strategies of competitors, and leveraging this
knowledge to hone sales strategies
Accurately forecast expected sales and cancellations to Sales leadership on at
least a monthly basis
Provide ongoing feedback from clients to Sales leadership, Product
Management and Research
Activation of national branding programs at accounts including rollout and
campaign execution
Program development to address strategic business issues at the account
level
Serve as the primary strategic owner of partner
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Qualifications for director, account management

Develop and execute comprehensive, compliant strategies to optimize
accurate payer coding and coverage for patients
Serve as a key member of the Market Access leadership team, collaborating
to develop and execute on strategies to both support the Sleep business
unit, identify potential issues and opportunities regarding payer policy,
reimbursement, or coding that may positively impact patient access
Work with Sales, Brand Marketing, and Health Systems Marketing to develop
and manage payer/reimbursement support programs that align with
corporate and brand strategies
Partner with Pricing and Policy, Regulatory, Pharmacy Affairs, and Corporate
Accounts to understand relevant policies and translate them to appropriate
actions
Collaborate with the Managed Care Accounts team to support favorable
coverage and prior authorization policy with commercial payers
Develop and maintain strong working relationships with key opinion
leaders/provider advocates to drive payer and reimbursement strategies
when necessary


